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Description:

Royal Wedding
CROSS STITCH PATTERN READY TO DOWNLOAD, DESIGNED BY PEACOCK & FIG

Celebrate a wedding with royal glamour!

A sumptuous gold crown with red velvet for him, a diamond and red ruby encrusted one for her, both exquistely
designed in cross stitch with bead and metallic thread highlights.

The cross stitch piece is designed to be personalized, with two different alphabets provided with the chart so you
can stitch the names of the bride and groom, as well as date and place of the wedding.

The pattern includes a cheeky phrase at the base refering to the tradition of intermarriage between royal
families. Ideal for couples with a sense of humour, but if you're not sure, simply omit the phrase.
This pattern is part of the Royal Proclamations Collection, a series of cross stitch patterns with fun quotes and
exquisitely detailed royalty motifs designed by Peacock & Fig.
>> see more patterns by Peacock & Fig
Chart info & Needlework supplies for the pattern:
Royal Wedding
Chart size in stitches: 140 x 140 (wide x high)
Model stitched on 28 count Zweigart Lugana fabric
>> View size in my choice of fabric (fabric calculator)
Stitches: Cross stitch, Backstitch,
Threads: DMC embroidery floss, Kreinik #4 braid
Beads: Mill Hills
Number of colors: 11 + 3 beads
Pattern includes:
- a Color and a Black & White chart
- 1 page pattern for digital devices
- Thread sorter with symbols and color numbers
- Cross stitch instructions (separate guide)

Themes: fun quotes, wedding, couple, royalty

>> see more patterns in the Royal Proclamations collection designed by Peacock & Fig
>> see all Wedding patterns (all designers)
>> see all patterns with Humor and fun Quotes (all designers)

All patterns on Creative Poppy's website areprintable and available for instantdownload.
Price in£ or €: select acurrency in top right section of this page.
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